AGILE METHODOLOGY OF HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

Such topics as innovations, project management, and Agile are incredibly relevant in the context of scientific researches in the business community. However, an approach at the junction of these concepts not theoretically developed, as well as it turned out that there are not so many successful «best practices» of their correct usage and combining to obtain a cumulative synergetic effect. At the same time, the practice shows that many approaches to the agile philosophy are firmly rooted in mind and become an essential factor in the success of the projects and business initiatives. The purpose of this article is to study international experience in the implementation and application of methods of flexible human resources management. This article illustrates some of the profound changes that companies are making in their practices and describes the challenges they face in transitioning to flexible human resource management. Because HRM affects every aspect—and every employee—of the organization, its flexible transformation can be even more extensive (and more complex) than changes in other functions. Therefore, the following areas are considered: performance appraisal, training, team, independent decision-making, complex team dynamics, remuneration, recruitment, training and development, problems. It is shown that the introduction of a project management system is a necessary condition for the development of the company in a constantly changing environment. Due to the flexible approach to the implementation of the project management system, companies can develop a project management system for their needs and business needs. Particular attention is paid to the possibility of using flexible project management methodologies in different conditions. The obtained theoretical and practical results in the course of research can be used to expand the theoretical and methodological basis of the problem of the labor market and human capital management.
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Introduction

In recent decades, the theory and practice of human resource management have undergone radical changes. A new view of the labor force as one of the critical resources of any socio-economic system is approved. The basis of the concept of human resources management of a new organization is the increasing role of each employee, with his values, needs, aspirations, knowledge of his motivational attitudes, the ability to shape and guide them by the strategy of its development. Many prosperous companies in the world see this idea as economic content and strive to put it into practice.

The purpose of this article is to identify methods and tools of flexible human resource management, based on the experience of Western companies, comparison, and evaluation of their application in Kazakhstan’s project-oriented companies.

The object of research: human resources are functioning in the system of organizational and economic relations of the modern organization.

The subject of research: agile methodology of human resources management
The obtained theoretical and practical results in the course of study can be used to expand the theoretical and methodological basis of the problem of the labor market and human capital management.

In Kazakhstan, the agile implementation process is mainly used in its projects of a small number of organizations. In the public sector, these methods are not used, but there is a possibility of using Agile practices in the planning and budgeting of ICT projects. Organizations are increasing their interest in project management techniques. If earlier mainly used in the management of its projects, now more and more organizations consider this method as a method of control of the organization. Agile has already been launched in Sberbank of Kazakhstan, the Prosecutor General’s office, the national welfare Fund of Samruk-Kazyna and its portfolio companies, Forte Bank, BI Group. Sberbank Kazakhstan is the first large corporate company in the market to announce the introduction of Agile approaches. The Bank began work on the transition to bimodal management within the organization. The agile approach is what the Bank actively invests in and considers it the key to future success.

The main task of the Agile approach in the Bank is to get the result faster, which is achieved through proper team building and work processes. The first step for the implementation of Agile in the Bank was to form a single correct view of the staff, what is Agile, or in the version of Sberbank – Sbergile (Sberbank). Sbergile is a new corporate culture, which serves to accelerate the interaction, which allows increasing collaboratively and responsibility at each level. All this is done to develop and bring new products and services to the market faster. The Sbergile process is in the implementation phase, and the Bank invests in understanding by inviting many coaches to give the team a clear vision of what it is and how it should work (Bahmutov, 2017: 172).

In many companies, this happens gradually, almost organically, as a side effect of IT, where more than 90% of organizations already use agile practices. For example, at the Bank of Montreal (BMO), the shift began with technical staff joining cross-functional product development teams to make the Bank more customer-oriented. The business side studied the principles of agile from its colleagues, as well as learned about the needs of customers from the business. One result is that BMO is now thinking well as learned about the needs of customers from the business. One result is that BMO is now thinking about performance management in terms of teams, not just individuals. Many Kazakhstan’s companies also apply the agile methodology in managing employees of the company, such as Henkel CAC – attaches great importance to the opinion of specific specialists of the team, not only line managers when making management decisions. After all, the primary contact with the consumer of goods takes place at the level of sales representatives. And they can increase the level of efficiency through the initiation of their proposals and teamwork. Project teams respond flexibly to external changes, changing plans and responding to deviations promptly, considering the opinion and potential of team members. This method often practiced in national and foreign companies of Kazakhstan.

**Literature Review**

Elsewhere, the transition to agile HR was faster and more focused. GE is a Prime example. Considered for years as a model of management through management systems, it has moved to FastWorks, a lean approach that reduces financial control from top to bottom and gives teams the ability to manage projects as needs evolve. In Kazakhstan, most companies have long moved from bureaucracy to adhocracy – the organizational structure of most companies, except for some government agencies, schools and hospitals, adopted the principle of meritocracy. The personnel reserve has been enormously expanded, as everyone has the opportunity for career growth. The activities of each employee are not pursued and controlled by line managers. Construction company BI Group has found the application of Agile methodology in sales of apartments. Implementation of the technology began in December 2016. During this time, the app has brought positive results. The use of a flexible approach allows you to approach the sales of apartments individually. When the house is designed, it is not clear what apartments will be in demand from a potential buyer. Therefore, the company came to such a decision; while the house is being built, the layout can be changed by the wishes of buyers. They put the main supporting structure, and inside the planned design can be replaced by the demand for one or two-bedroom apartments.

Approach to Agile is in the combined form Kaizen + Agile. The company has a team of changes – drivers that move everyone forward. At the same time, the company has two departments: implementation and training. The training and implementation Department works together as cross-functional teams. It is going to the facilities conducting training, identifying problems and organizing groups to solve them. After the introduction of Agile methods, revenues and expenses of the organization significantly increased.
One example is an application created by the Agile methods team. Following the Manifesto methodology, the application developers finished it within a month. So, applying the principle of uberization, any contractor BI Group can order in the mobile application construction equipment, which is currently free. Although under normal circumstances it would take 4-5 months. The national welfare Fund of Samruk-Kazyna implements and applies an Agile approach in the framework of the transition to the target model and the introduction of a new corporate culture. Agile values are included in the new benefits of the Fund, implemented in the framework of a separate project. The practice of developing solutions in cross functional Scrum teams has been introduced. The concept of internal clients, SLA practice and satisfaction surveys provided as part of the restructuring of the asset Optimization unit have been submitted. The organization of the Block’s activities is moving to Agile principles. Digital Kanban boards are already used, daily stand-up meetings and weekly retrospectives are held. The application of the new approach will be expanded and consolidated, and the related units of the Fund will be gradually integrated into the new format of work. As part of the de-bureaucratization reduced the practice of working through the service. Messengers, outlook, personal meetings are used. Communication is much faster, which has a positive impact on the speed and quality of products and solutions.

Also, Agile-approaches are used in the organizations of Kazpost and Kazakhtelecom and other portfolio companies of the Fund. In General, the Fund systematically works to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization with the use of available approaches and tools. In the Samruk-Kazyna Fund, Agile methods are used to manage the organization. In air Astana, despite the advanced operational activities, human resources management in the company is the best in the world. Their system has long overtaken many large companies. However, despite this indicator, the level of control of business processes over subordinates remains. This is a light indicator of how traditional plans and their implementation are the central aspects of business for many companies in Kazakhstan (Kaliyeva, 2014: 160). Now we are witnessing a more radical transformation. Why is this the right time? Because rapid innovation has become a strategic imperative for most companies, not just a subset. To do this, businesses are looking to Silicon Valley and software companies in particular by emulating their agile project management practices. In this way, top-down planning models give way to more agile, user-driven methods that are better suited for adaptation soon, such as rapid prototyping, iterative feedback, team decisions, and task-oriented sprints. As Lynn Roger, Director of BMO transformation, says, “speed is the new business currency” (Barney, 1995: 57). With the business case for old HR systems gone and a flexible playbook available to copy, people management is finally getting its long-awaited overhaul too. This article will illustrate some of the profound changes that companies are making in their talent practices, and describe the challenges they face in transitioning to agile HR. Where the most significant changes are taking place, because HR affects every aspect – and every employee-of an organization, its flexible transformation can be even more extensive (and more complex) than changes in other functions.

Materials and methods

When enterprises adopted flexible methods in their core business, they abandoned the charade of trying to plan for a year or more ahead, how projects would go and when they would end. Thus, in many cases, the first traditional practice in HR was annual performance evaluation, as well as employee goals that “cascaded” down from business goals and unit goals each year. Since people worked on short-term projects of varying duration, often managed by different leaders and organized around teams, the notion that performance feedback would come once a year from a single boss made little sense. They need more, more, more people.

A first DAC survey found that people received less feedback and support when their employers refused annual reviews. However, this is because many companies do not put anything in its place. Managers did not feel an urgent need to adopt a new feedback model and shifted their attention to other priorities. But giving up grades without a plan to fill the void was, of course, a recipe for failure (Kaliyeva, 2018: 530). Since many organizations have learned this painful lesson, they have often conducted performance evaluations, usually on projects. This change has spread to several industries including retail (Gap), large pharmaceuticals (Pfizer), insurance (Cigna), investment (Oppenheimer Funds), consumer goods (P&G) and accounting (BIG4). He is best known for in the GE, the various companies of the company and at IBM. Overall, the focus is on providing faster feedback throughout the year so teams can become more agile, “fix” bugs, improve performance, and learn through iterations-all vital
principles of agile development. This methodology for obtaining quick feedback after each project execution process dramatically increases the efficiency and speed of the project. In Western practice, this is one of the tools to improve the efficiency of staff. In Kazakhstan companies, such experience exists on paper and General plans. However, such an assessment may not even be made. Since many companies, even foreign ones, have a well-formed vertical management system. Where the decisions of the top management are not subject to challenge, sometimes not submitted to the General review.

In a user-oriented manner, managers and employees have had a hand in shaping, testing and improving new processes. For example, the company Johnson & Johnson has offered its companies to take part in the experiment: they could try the unique method of continuous feedback using a custom app using which employees, colleagues, and superiors can exchange comments in real time (Nathan, 1997: 53). The new process was an attempt to move away from J&J’s event-driven five-talk system (which focused on goal setting, career discussion, mid-year performance review, year-end evaluation, and compensation review) and towards a model of an ongoing dialogue. Those who tried it asked him to tell me how it works, what errors and so on. The experiment lasted three months. At first, only 20% of managers in the pilot took an active part. The inertia of up to years of annual estimates was challenging to overcome. But then the company used the training to show managers what good feedback could look like, and appointed “Champions of change” to model the desired behavior in their teams. By the end of three months, 46% of the leaders of the pilot group had joined the group, exchanging 3,000 feedback. This method is beneficial from the constant maintenance of the teams and regulation of involvement of return of team members which helps to obtain positive results.

A dynamic biotech company Regeneron Pharmaceuticals goes further to overhaul their assessments. Michelle Weitzman-Garcia, Regeneron’s head of human resources development, argues that the performance of scientists working on drug development, food group field sales, and corporate functions should not be measured on the same cycle or in the same way. She noted that these groups of staff needed different feedback and that they even worked on different calendars (Nathan, 2013: 230).

Thus, the company has created four separate assessment processes adapted to the needs of different groups. Research scientists and postdocs, for example, crave measurements and are interested in assessing competencies, so they meet with managers twice a year to evaluate competencies and review stages. Customer-oriented groups include customer and customer feedback in their assessments. While managing four separate processes complicates the job, they all reinforce the new norm of constant feedback. And Weitzman-Garcia says the benefits to the organization far outweigh the costs of HR. In Kazakhstan, most companies are not yet ready to determine such costs for HR.

Companies that most effectively implement Agile talent practices invest in honing the coaching skills of managers. Supervisors at Cigna undergo a” coach” training designed for busy managers: it is broken down into weekly 90-minute videos that can be viewed when people have time. Managers also participate in training sessions, which, like the “training sprints” in agile project management, are concise and distributed to allow people to reflect and test new skills at work. Peer-to-peer feedback is also included in the training of Cigna managers: colleagues form training cohorts to share ideas and tactics. They have conversations that companies want executives to have with their direct reports, but they feel freer to share mistakes without fear of the “assessment” hanging over their heads. Henkel Kazakhstan has a training program for new professionals, where in short videos they get acquainted with products and brands. That saves labor and time for training. Also, such programs periodically include and update practices and videos to improve the competence of employees.

DigitalOcean, a New York-based startup focused on software as a service (SaaS) infrastructure, attracts a full-time professional coach on the spot to help all managers improve employee feedback and, more broadly, develop internal coaching capabilities. The idea is that once a person gets an excellent coaching experience, he becomes a better coach. Not everyone is expected to become great coaches–those in the company who prefer coding to coach can advance through a technical career, but coaching skills are considered Central to a managerial career. Kazakh national companies like Air Astana also invite professional coaches from abroad (London, Moscow) for staff training. On safety and application of new methods and business procedures. There is a training program for the on-Board team, where all beginners without exception are sent to the on-Board squad for training in Frankfurt. Where recruits are trained in flight safety and procedures (Nathan, 2012: 50).

P&G is also committed to making managers better coaches which is part of a more significant
effort to restore training and development to managers and enhance their role in the organization. By simplifying the performance analysis process, separating evaluation from development discussions, and eliminating talent calibration sessions (the arbitrary horse trade between executives that often comes with a subjective and politicized ranking model), P&G has freed up a lot of time to devote to employee growth. But getting managers to move from evaluating employees to training them in their day-to-day work was not an easy task in a tradition-rich P&G culture. Thus, the company invested heavily in training managers on topics such as prioritizing and setting employee goals, how to provide feedback on contribution, and how to align employees' career aspirations with business needs and training and development plans. Emphasis is on the fact that the creation of opportunities for staff and relationships with leaders will increase the engagement and therefore will help the company to innovate and move faster. Although the jury is still on all culture changes, P&D has already noted improvements in these areas, at all levels of government which applies to all P&G offices, including the one in Almaty (Cahani, 2012: 49).

Traditional HR mainly focuses on people – their goals, their productivity, their needs. But now, with so many companies organizing their work project after project, their management systems and talents are becoming more team-oriented. Teams create, execute, and revise their goals and objectives using Scrum – at the team level, now, to adapt to new information as it becomes available (“Scrum” may be the most crucial term in flexible vocabulary. It comes from Rugby, where players pack tightly together to restart the game). They also take on the task of tracking their progress, identifying obstacles, assessing their leadership and generating ideas on how to improve productivity (Jeff Sutherland, 2017: 423).

In this context, organizations must learn how to deal with multidirectional feedback. The collection of feedback from colleagues is also essential for course adjustments and employee development in a flexible environment because team members know better than anyone else. Everyone is contributing which is rarely a formal process, and comments sent to the employee rather than the manager which saves a constructive contribution and prevents the undermining of colleagues, which sometimes happens more than a competitive workplace.

But some managers believe that feedback from colleagues should influence the assessment of performance. Diana Gerson, head of human resources at IBM, explains that the relationship between managers and employees changes in the context of the network [the collection of projects in which employees work]. Because a flexible environment makes it virtually impossible to “monitor” performance in the old sense, IBM managers request input from others to help them identify and resolve problems early. If it is not confidential, this input is used in daily group meetings and recorded in the application. Employees can choose whether to include managers and others in their comments to colleagues. The risk of destructive behavior mitigated by the fact that the team leader and expert comments. Anyone who tries to undercut colleagues will be exposed (Becker & Gerhart, 1996: 790).

In flexible organizations, “bottom-up” feedback from staff to team leaders and managers is also highly appreciated. Mitre’s nonprofit research centers have taken steps to encourage it, but they have found that it requires a focused effort. They started with periodic confidential interviews of employees and focused groups on finding out what issues people wanted to discuss with their managers. HR then distilled this data for executives to inform their conversations with direct reports. However, employees initially hesitated to provide feedback up, although it was anonymous and used only for development purposes because they were not used to expressing their thoughts on what management was doing.

Mitre also learned that the most critical factor in keeping subordinates honest was that managers directly said they wanted and appreciated comments. Otherwise, people might worry, reasonably, that their leaders weren’t open to feedback and ready to apply it. Like any employee survey, getting feedback and not responding to it has a diminishing effect on participation; it undermines the vital trust between employees and their supervisors. When did the new process of performance management and feedback Mitre, the Director-General acknowledge that the research centers would need to repeat and improve? The revised feedback system will be implemented this year.

As team feedback spreads in all directions, many companies use technology to manage a considerable amount of it. Applications allow supervisors, colleagues, and customers to instantly share feedback wherever they are. It is imperative that managers can upload all comments later when it is time to make assessments. In some applications, employees and managers can measure progress toward goals; at least one of them helps managers analyze
conversations on project management platforms like Slack to provide feedback on collaboration. Cisco uses proprietary technology to collect weekly raw data, or “breadcrumbs,” from employees about the performance of their colleagues. Such tools allow managers to see fluctuations in individual performance over time, even within teams. Of course, applications do not provide an official record of performance, and employees may want to discuss issues face-to-face to avoid writing them to a file that can be downloaded. We know that companies recognize and reward improvement as well as actual performance; however, so hiding problems may not always pay off for employees.

**Results and discussion**

A fundamental shift towards teams has also affected decision-making rights: Organizations push them to the front line, equipping and enabling employees to work more independently. But this is a massive change in behavior, and people need support to make it happen. Now back to the example of the Bank of Montreal to illustrate how it can work. When BMO presented the agile team for the development of new services for clients, senior leadership was not quite ready to relinquish control, and the people under them are not accustomed to accepting it. Thus, the Bank has implemented agile coaches in business teams. They started with everyone, including high-level executives, going through “retrospectives” – regular reflection and feedback sessions held after each iteration which is a flexible version of post-action reviews; their goal is to continue to improve processes. As retrospectives quickly identified specific successes, failures, and root causes, senior executives at BMO immediately recognized their value, which helped them get on Board with agile in General and loosen their grip on decision making (Nathan, 2003: 3).

This method is also applicable for Kazakh companies, that is, hiring a professional coach and coach to identify shortcomings in a retrospective conversation for a more flexible and rapid response in the market. Regular discussions between teams and supervisors after each iteration, which will take no more than 10-15 minutes, will give an overview and improve the processes.

Finally, as the role of supervisor (leader) has moved away from simple personality management to the much more complicated task of promoting productive, healthy team dynamics, people often need help with that as well. A particular unit of Team Intelligence, Cisco provides such support. It aims to identify the most active teams in the company, analyze how they work, and help other groups learn how to become more like them. It uses team Space’s enterprise platform, which tracks data about team projects, needs, and achievements to measure and improve what teams are doing in departments and the company. This aspect of team work is no less critical when planning teams and improving the efficiency of the company. The success of one group and the transparent methods of their success will allow other groups to keep up and take their tools and victory as a challenge. What is an essential component of human capital management throughout the company?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – Agile methodology case studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizations in RK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henkel CAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Astana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Kazakhstan, the popularity of Agile methodology continues to gain momentum, and more and more companies are turning to flexible methods. Often, however, the Agile methodology is implementing without the necessary training and understanding the purpose of the implementation, and this leads to negative consequences. In addition to such common problems as the lack of involvement of the team or managers and the failure of project deadlines, there are other problems. For example:
- Burnout team;
- Reduced team performance;
- Customer expectations are not met, etc.

As seen in the table, the main difficulties are the corporate culture, which diverges from the principles of Agile component 63% of the survey, in second place with 47% – lack of knowledge and skills in the use of Agile methods. The lack of leadership lack of support methods is 45%. The resistance of the organization is 43%.

To eliminate the weaknesses of human capital management in Kazakhstan, it is necessary to introduce a flexible methodology in stages. Support for training, training, application of the above principles, recruitment methods and remuneration will also show positive results. It is necessary to develop mechanisms of interaction of transition to the Agile methodology for becoming more effective human resources management, contributing to improving the quality of human resources and business in General. Currently, a small part of the organization uses Agile methods in the management of organizations; mainly the application is observed in its projects. Organizations use only Agile tools or experiment on selected departments to use Agile management techniques. This approach in the world finds more and more fans in the project management environment. The modern world needs flexible and effective management. Most organizations in Kazakhstan have no idea of the effectiveness of Agile management practices. It is necessary to convey the essence of the approach and its advantages in managing not only projects but also the organization for a rapid response to the dynamic development of developing technologies in the world. Ministries planning to use Agile are recommended to pay attention to the international experience of agile implementation. Countries that have successfully implemented Agile started with pilot projects in the form of separate departments for digitalization.
Conclusion

It is recommended to start using the Agile management method with a pilot project, or departments responsible for digitization which will make them essential to change and allow them to adapt to rapidly evolving technologies. The time of dynamic development of technologies forces to act as flexibly as possible for successful management of projects and organizations. Using Agile methodology in government system need to start with project planning. In Kazakhstan, the budget planning of projects takes an average of 2 years, and in General for the implementation of 3-4 years. While planning and budgeting are under way, development technologies and methods are becoming obsolete. As a result, before the final stage of the project, in our case, the service, there are changes in the technological and legislative plan. At the same time, during this time there can be only the prototype of the service. The problem is the lack of project approach in the planning and budgeting of projects, many coordinating organizations, the requirement of feasibility studies for all projects.

Of course, not every organization or group strives for rapid innovation. Some tasks should remain mostly rule-based. In such cases, flexible talents may not make sense. And even when they are relevant, they can meet resistance—especially in HR. Many processes must change, the organization moved away from the model of “waterfall” – based planning (which is linear and not flexible and adaptive), and some of them embedded in information systems, job titles, etc. the Transition to cloud it, which is independent, has simplified the implementation of tools based on applications. But people’s problems remain a stumbling block. Many HR tasks, such as traditional recruitment approaches, adaptation, and programmed coordination, will become obsolete, as will experience in these areas. In the meantime, new tasks are created. Helping managers replace
Agile methodology of human capital management

Refereeing with coaching is a big challenge not only in terms of skills but also because it undermines their status and formal credibility. Shifting control focus from individuals to teams can be even more difficult because team dynamics can be a black box for those still trying to figure out how to coach people. The big question is whether companies can help managers take it all on and see the value in it.

The HR function will also require re-filling. He will need more experience in its support, especially given all the performance data generated by new applications and more in-depth knowledge of teams and hands-on control. HR has not had to change in recent decades almost as much as the linear operations it supports. But now the pressure is mounting, and it’s coming from the operational level, making it much harder to cling to old talent practices. The human resources management system based on the Agile methodology shows the effectiveness of the existing methods in the world, while the existing ones are more expensive and inefficient. Along with this, it is necessary to consider the peculiarities of socio-economic development of the country, modern trends, phenomena, processes. And to ensure that the natural resources of our country provide the necessary reserve of economic strength, it is needed to use the best Kazakhstan and international experience in the field of flexible human resource management. Using only Agile attributes and methods will not produce substantial results. Great results will be achieved with flexible or Agile thinking and well-established management, as well as with changes in the corporate culture of organizations.
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